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Well Hello!

ELIZABETH AND BRIAN | BEECH SPRINGS FARM ENGAGEMENT
10.23.15
Let me just start by saying that I absolutely love shooting at Beech Springs Farm! We did a styled shoot there earlier
this year and an engagement there last year as well! Each time I end up there I discover a different spot and this time
was no different! Elizabeth and Brian fell in love with the property and knew they had to include it in their wedding
process! They decided after booking a venue for their wedding that having a Beech Springs Farm engagement session
would be perfect!
Now let me tell you a little about these two! They recently discovered the Gettysburg area after relocating for their job
and absolutely fell in love with the area (I mean, who wouldn’t?!). They also have the best proposal story! Its short and
sweet, but its a classic :) Brian surprised Elizabeth when he woke her up super early to go on a hot air balloon ride at
sunrise! One of her dreams was to get engaged on a hot air balloon ride and Brian made that happen!
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Elizabeth and Brian are so great! They laughed their way through their session as we walked around Beech Springs
Farm. We even had the weather change for the worst when it started SLEETING on us!! It only lasted for a minute but
STILL! After that Elizabeth and Brian cozied up in the blanket for a few more photos :)
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misty - Her ring is BEAUTIFUL!! What a fun session! reply
The Bride - Thanks! He did a good job it’s an antique from the 1920-30’s :) reply
Janeane BOLZAN - Your pictures are beautiful. Great job. reply
Adam Keck - Wow! What great photos. Really captures you guys perfectly.
I see that sparkle in Brian’s eye…thinking maybe he had some Terrier wine before the shoot! reply
lee - These are beautiful! I love the colors!!! reply
Uncle paul - Very very nice reply
Casey Conay - She took beautiful pictures. I love the contrast between the color pictures and the black and white. Two wonderful beautiful people in
love. The outdoor pictures look beautiful. reply
The Bride - It was such a great time. I can’t wait to see the rest of the photos! I’m so excited that I get to marry such an AMAZING man in 8 months! I’m
so thankful that we have THE BEST photographers to capture all of these memories :) Thanks Brittani and Ben! reply
Melinda - Beautiful photos Elizabeth, love you reply
Cindy - The pictures are awesome. Can’t wait to see the full bridal attire. reply
Paula - The photos tell such an adorable story of love. My heart is bursting with happiness for Elizabeth and Brian. reply
Nicki Barley - Here’s to a lasting love! Congratulations!! reply
Jenn T - Absolutely beautiful!!! Love them!!! reply
Erin - Breathtaking! You guys look amazing, and so happy! reply
Nicole - Beautiful location for a beautiful couple. I want to see more pictures!!! :D reply
The Bride - Soon enough :) We should have them to share at Thanksgiving ! reply
Miranda M. - Beautiful pictures! reply
The Bride - Thanks I loved yours that you and Nick took! So I may have gotten some inspiration to make sure they looked as nice as yours! reply
Katie Beish - Great pics Liz, you look beautiful and you both look so happy and in love. Congratulations! reply
Nash Family - Beautiful photos and an even more beautiful couple!!! reply
Caroline F - Beautiful pictures! You both look so happy :) I especially love the books reply
Emily G - Beautiful!! reply
Janet Schueller - These photos are gorgeous! Love the teal/turquoise contrast with the autum colors. And Elizabeth and Brian look so very happy and
at ease. Beautiful work by everyone! reply
Vince - The pictures look great! It looks like you both had a very fun day. reply
Paula - Wishing Brian and Elizabeth every happiness for their new journey in life. reply
Emma Mildred - You two are consistently adorable! The photographs are beautiful and quirky, just like you! reply
Megan grijak - Awesome pictures!!! reply
Adrienne - Love, love, love all of the pictures! Can’t wait for the wedding! reply
Lori - Love the pictures! You’ve really captured their joy! reply
MJ Jurlina - These photo’s are beautiful and Liz and Brian make a great couple! Full of love, joy and happiness!! Xoxo Aunt MJ reply
Mary Santana - Absolutely Beautiful! reply
Liz - Love them all!! reply
Jen Lynch - Amazing photos! Beautiful setting, beautiful colors, beautiful people! You can see the love shining through the photos. reply
Michele - Loved all the pictures! reply

The groom - Thanks all for your kind words and humorous quips. We had tons of fun with this shoot and I’m basically a model now reply
Kaitlyn - Gorgeous photos!!! The colors…the scenery…the couple!!! Love the joy on their faces!! So excited for the wedding!! Xo reply
Sue - Beautiful pics! Beautiful couple! So happy for you! reply
Kathy Wark - These are absolutely beautiful! So hard to pick a favorite. The setting lovely and the smiles on your faces warm my heart. reply
Lynne Graziano - What fabulous pictures – so reﬂective of the inner and outer beauty of both Liz and Brian :) Love you guys – thanks for sharing these
top-notch shots. You chose wisely in picking each other – and your photographer! XO – Lynne and John reply
brittani - Thanks Lynne! We’re lucky to be the ones capturing their love :D reply
Eileen Newland - Beautiful!! Wonderful scenery and great pictures!!! Lots of love and happiness in these pictures!! <3 reply
Alex K - The pictures look great and really depict the magic between these two. In every picture these two are having fun; it seems that they don’t
even know the photographer is there. Their smiles say it all. The location chosen for the shoot couldn’t have been better for these two. The variety of
pictures is very dynamic which is reﬂective of the couples personality. I wish these two the same smiles that are captured in the pictures for the rest of
their lives! Amazing couple and amazing pictures! Cheers! reply
stacy - This is a beautiful place for photos, these two are nature lovers and the pictures not only portray their easy around each other but their love for
the outdoors, Congratulations!! cant wait for the wedding!! reply
Barb Widomski - Beautiful pictures of such a happy couple!! Looking forward to seeing the rest of the pics. Congrats kids! reply
Becky Uppercue - These photos are gorgeous! So many great shots, and Liz and Brian seem so happy and comfortable together! Their smiles are so
genuine, and you did a great job capturing the simple, yet elegant essence of this couple. reply
brittani - Thank you Becky! They are such a sweet couple :) reply
Cartey - I can only imagine the number of caterers you will burn through after Brian over critiques their food for lack of creme fraisch. Yeah… Weddings
aren’t cheap anymore!
Congrats to both of you reply
Sue Golubic - Photos are beautiful!!! Looks like Elizabeth and Brian were having such a good time…Really captured their love and happiness. reply
ashley durham - I love, love, love your black and white processing! reply
brittani - Gah! Thanks Ashley, that means a lot because I LOVE your work!! reply
Adam Meier - Brian, good sir, these came out wonderfully and you two look like you enjoyed every minute of it, even after the precipitation. Can’t wait
to meet Elizabeth and see you two together! reply
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